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Abstract
Exploiting internal statistics of a single natural image has long been recognized as a significant research
paradigm where the goal is to learn the internal distribution of patches within the image without relying on external training data. Different from prior works that model
such a distribution implicitly with a top-down latent variable model (e.g., generator), this paper proposes to explicitly represent the statistical distribution within a single natural image by using an energy-based generative framework,
where a pyramid of energy functions, each parameterized
by a bottom-up deep neural network, are used to capture the
distributions of patches at different resolutions. Meanwhile,
a coarse-to-fine sequential training and sampling strategy is
presented to train the model efficiently. Besides learning to
generate random samples from white noise, the model can
learn in parallel with a self-supervised task (e.g., recover
the input image from its corrupted version), which can further improve the descriptive power of the learned model.
The proposed model is simple and natural in that it does not
require an auxiliary model (e.g., discriminator) to assist the
training. Besides, it also unifies internal statistics learning
and image generation in a single framework. Experimental results presented on various image generation and manipulation tasks, including super-resolution, image editing,
harmonization, style transfer, etc, have demonstrated the effectiveness of our model for internal learning.

1. Introduction
Learning internal statistics or modeling the internal distribution of patches within a single natural image can date
back to learning statistical models for texture synthesis in
computer vision. In 1926, a pioneer Julesz [16] initiated
the research on texture perception in pre-attentive vision by
* This work was conducted when Zilong Zheng was a research intern at
Baidu Research – 10900 NE 8th St. Bellevue, WA 98004, USA.

raising the following fundamental question:
What features and statistics are characteristics of
a texture pattern, so that texture pairs that share
the same features and statistics cannot be told
apart by pre-attentive human visual perception?
— Béla Julesz [16]
Julesz’s question implies two challenging tasks: (1) What
are the internal statistical properties that define a texture
from the human perception perspective? (2) Given a set of
statistical properties, how can we synthesize diverse realistic texture patterns with identical internal statistical properties? These two questions motivate various researchers on
pursuing statistical representation and learning frameworks
for texture synthesis. Representative pioneer works include
k-gon statistics [45], primal sketch [22], and FRAME (Filters, Random field, And Maximum Entropy) [46] etc. The
FRAME, in particular, models texture as an energy-based
model (EBM) [19], seeking to represent stochastic textures
by simultaneously learning statistics of textures based on
Gabor filter responses and generating novel texture patterns
that exhibit the same statistics as the learned texture image
by Gibbs sampling [10].
Empowered with the recent development of deep learning techniques, the energy-based Generative ConvNet [36]
(also known as DeepFRAME model [34]) has been proposed as a deep generalization of the FRAME model for
modeling high dimensional signals. Remarkable successes
of the generative ConvNets have been shown in modeling and synthesizing images [36, 6, 27, 5, 12], video sequences [41, 42], 3D voxels [38, 39], molecule [4], unordered point clouds [37], etc.
More recently, the computer vision community has
shown a growing interest in the research topic of deep internal learning (DIL), with works [33, 30, 28] that train deep
models on a single natural example. In this paper, we bring
the powerful energy-based generative ConvNet framework
into DIL by proposing an unconditional generative model
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learned from a single natural image. Specifically, we show
that the internal statistics of overlapping patches within an
image can be learned by an energy-based generative ConvNet, in which the internal statistics are represented by an
energy function parameterized by a deep convolutional neural network, and the generation is driven by the estimated
energy function. To capture different scales of internal statistical properties, we sequentially learn a pyramid of EBMs
with different resolutions in a coarse-to-fine manner. The
EBM at each scale is a generative ConvNet and trained
by the “analysis by synthesis” scheme, in which we generate samples from the EBM via Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) [21, 1] and then use the samples to compute the
gradient of the log-likelihood to update the model parameters. Taking advantage of the multiple resolution setting, the
sampling of each EBM can be more efficient by using a sequential sampling strategy, where the lower resolution EBM
uses its synthesized images to initialize the MCMC of the
higher resolution EBM. Once the EBMs are trained from
a single image, the pyramid of the learned statistics can be
useful for different vision tasks, such as generation of images with complex structures and textures, super-resolution,
image editing, style transfer, and harmonization. The proposed energy-based internal learning framework is appealing because of the following aspects:
• Architecture efficiency: Each EBM at a different resolution only contains one single bottom-up network as the
energy function, and does not need any other assisting
network architecture for joint training.
• Training efficiency: The EBM relies on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which in general does not encounter the mode collapse issue that would commonly occur in adversarial learning [11].
• Representation efficiency: The energy-based learning
amounts to training a model that can synthesize images
that match the observed statistics. It unifies the concepts
of description and generation into one single framework.
The main contributions of this work are four-fold: (i)
We are the first to study energy-based deep internal learning
from a single image. (ii) We propose to sequentially train
and sample from a pyramid of EBMs with different resolutions in a coarse-to-fine manner for efficient sampling, stable training and powerful representation. (iii) To enhance
the training, we propose to train our energy-based framework in parallel with some self-supervised tasks. (iv) We
provide strong results in our experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework in a wide range of
image generation and manipulation tasks.

2. Related Work
Energy-based generative models (EBMs) [46, 19, 36]
have been widely explored over recent years for representation learning in various domains. By bringing in the power

of deep ConvNets, Xie et al. [36] propose the Generative
ConvNet, which represents the energy function as a convolutional neural network and generates images via MCMC
sampling process. Nijkamp et al. [27] propose to use a nonconvergent short-run MCMC to learn the EBM. However,
learning such EBM from high-dimensional data has long
been considered as challenging. Thus, various approaches
are proposed to assist the training process. For example,
the CoopNets [35] trains the EBM jointly with a generator network as an amortized sampler via MCMC teaching;
the Multigrid [6] proposes to learn the EBM with multi-grid
sampling; Han et al. [13] propose triangle divergence that
trains the EBM without MCMC by incorporating a Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [18]; Xie et al. [40] propose to
train the EBM with a VAE as an amortized sampler. Recent
advances also bring in flow-based models [7] and diffusion
recovery likelihood [8]. Our work leverages the previous
success on large-scale image datasets and focuses on learning EBMs to represent both global and local statistics of
patches within a single natural image.
Deep internal learning (DIL) [30] aims at exploiting
the internal recurrence of information within natural signals rather than relying on external training data. There
are mainly two directions of work. One direction is to
exploit the power of deep networks in modeling the internal statistics of the input image. For example, “zeroshot” super-resolution (ZSSR) [30] trains an image-specific
CNN from a set of extracted image patches for the superresolution task. The deep image prior (DIP) [33] shows
that a randomly-initialized generator network can be used
as a prior distribution for recovering noisy images by conditional generation.
The other direction of DIL is the GAN-based generation, where the internal distribution is implicitly modeled
by a generator and trained in an adversarial approach. One
recent art that is closely related to us is the SinGAN [28],
where a pyramid of multi-scale patch generators and discriminators are trained adversarially from the input image.
A similar idea is applied to InGAN [29], which uses a conditional generator that contains a geometric transformation
to determine the size/shape of the output. Different from
previous approaches, our work seeks to explicitly model the
internal distribution of a single image by an energy-based
framework. Rather than using generators for ancestral sampling, our model generate examples by an iterative MCMC
process. Like other works in DIL, our model is learned in a
fully unsupervised manner.

3. Patchwise Generative ConvNet
3.1. Model Foundation
Let I denote a training image and pθ denote a probability
density function that approximates the internal statistics of
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(s)

I, then the patchwise generative ConvNet is defined as
pθ (I) =

1
exp(fθ (I)),
Z(θ)

(1)

R
where Z(θ) = exp(fθ (I))dI is the normalization constant, fθ is a convolutional network denoting the negative
energy of I, i.e., E(I) = −fθ (I). The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) seeks to find θ to maximize the loglikelihood function of the single image I, i.e.,
L(θ) = log pθ (I).

(2)

The gradient of the L(θ) with respect to θ is given by
∂
∂
∂
L(θ) =
fθ (I) − EI∼pθ [ fθ (I)],
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ

(3)

(4)

where t indexes the time step and δ is the Langevin step size.
ǫt ∼ N (0, I) is a Gaussian noise serving as a Brownian
motion that is useful to explore different modes.

3.2. Multi-Scale Modeling
In this section, we will extend the model in Eq. (1) to a
multi-scale version so that it can capture different scales of
internal statistics from the image. Let {I(s) , s = 0, ..., S}
denote the multi-scale versions of a training image I, with s
indexing the scale, I(0) representing the minimal scale version of I, and I(S) representing the original scale version of
I. Given a training image I, we can easily create a pyramid
of images with different scales of I by downsampling operations. Thus, I(s) is a downsampled version of I by a scaling
factor 1/rS−s , where r > 1, or I(s−1) is a downsampled
version of I(s) by a scaling factor 1/r.
Our multi-scale model consists of a pyramid of EBMs,
which are generative ConvNets {pθs (I(s) ), s = 0, ..., S},
trained against a pyramid of images {I(s) , s = 0, ..., S}.
Each pθs (I(s) ) is responsible for synthesizing realistic images based on the patch distribution learned from the image
I(s) at the corresponding scale s. This can be accomplished
by “analysis by synthesis”, in which synthesis examples are
produced by Langevin dynamics in Eq. (4) and then the
sample average is used to approximate the gradient of the
log-likelihood in Eq. (3) for the purpose of updating the parameter θs . For s = 0, ..., S,
n

1X ∂
∂
∂
(s)
[
L(θs ) =
fθs (I(s) ) −
fθ (Ĩ )],
∂θs
∂θs
n i=1 ∂θs s i

As to the MCMC sampling strategy, instead of using a
noise initialized long-run Langevin dynamics, we can take
full advantage of the multi-scale modeling setting to efficiently produce a pyramid of synthesized images by using
finite-step MCMC at each scale, which is initialized from
the synthesized image generated at the previous coarser
scale. To be specific, let Ĩt denote the synthesized image
at Langevin time step t from the model at scale s, and K (s)
denote the number of Langevin steps for model at scale s.
(0)

2

δ ∂
fθ (It ) + δǫt ,
2 ∂I

3.3. Multi-Scale Sequential Sampling

(s)

in which the expectation term is analytically intractable and
can be approximated by MCMC sampling such as Langevin
dynamics [26], which iterates
It+1 = It +

where {Ĩi , i = 1, ..., n} are the synthesized images sampled from pθs (I(s) ) via Langevin dynamics. The challenge
to train our framework might lie in the Langevin sampling
from the pyramid of EBMs.

We first initialize Ĩ0 by sampling from the uniform distribution U , and then run K (0) Langevin steps to obtain
(0)

ĨK (0) . After that, for scale s = 1, ..., S, the up-scaled ver(s−1)

sion of ĨK (s−1) sampled from the model pθs−1 (I(s−1) ) at
the previous coarser scale is used to initialize the finite-step
Langevin dynamics that samples from the model pθs (I(s) )
at the subsequent finer scale.
Formally, the multi-scale sequential sampling can be presented as follows: for s = 0, ..., S,
(
Z ∼ Ud ((−1, 1)d ) s = 0
(s)
Ĩ0 =
(6)
(s−1)
Upsample(ĨK (s−1) ) s > 0
δ2 ∂
(s)
(s)
fθs (Ĩt ) + δǫt ,
(s)
2 ∂I
where t = 0, .., K (s) − 1.
(s)

(s)

Ĩt+1 = Ĩt +

(7)

In Eq.(6), Ud ((−1, 1)d ) is the uniform distribution with a
closed interval from -1 to 1, and d is the number of dimen(0)
sions of Ĩ . We use Upsample(·) to denote an upsampling
operation with a scaling factor r, where r > 1, which expands the synthesized images from the coarser scale to the
finer scale. The upsampling operation is a pseudo-inverse
of the downsampling operation used in creating the image
pyramid, given the fact that the up-scaled version of I(s−1)
is not comparable with the original I(s) due to the loss of
high resolution details. The short-run Langevin dynamics at
scale s samples Ĩ

(s)

by creating more high resolution details

(s−1)

for the up-scaled Ĩ
, which is much easier than sampling
from scratch, especially when s is large.

3.4. Multi-Scale MCMC as a Flow Generator
We can simplify the Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) by rewriting them
into the following compact form:

(5)

(s)

Z ∼ p0 (Z); Ĩ
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(s)

= MΘs (Z, ǫ),

(8)

where p0 is the prior distribution to initialize the shortrun MCMC for the model at the smallest scale, which
is set to be a uniform distribution in Eq. (6). We use
Θs = (θ0 , θ1 , ..., θs ) to denote the models from the min(s)

imum scale up to scale s, and the synthesized image Ĩ
at scale s is only affected by Θs . ǫ denotes all the randomness in the multi-scale short-run MCMC due to the
Langevin noise term in Eq. (7). M (s) contains all steps of
(s)

Langevin updates in synthesizing the image Ĩ at scale s.
Thus, M (s)Pcan be viewed as a noise-injected residual nets
work with j=0 K (j) layers, then Z as the latent variables
and p0 as the prior distribution of Z. In general, the model
in Eq. (8) depicts an energy-based dynamics to generate a
(s)

pyramid of synthesized images {Ĩ , s = 0, ..., S} from a
noise Z. At the convergence of our learning algorithm, for
s = 0, ..., S, we have L′ (θs ) = 0, which is
n

1X ∂
∂
(s)
[
fθ (Ĩ )] =
fθ (I(s) ).
n i=1 ∂θs s i
∂θs s

Ltot (ΘS ) = L(ΘS ) + λLcond (ΘS ),

(9)

That means the learned parameters {θs , s = 0, ..., S} can
(s)

generate realistic image patterns {Ĩi , i = 1, ..., n} that
match the observed training image in terms of internal
statistics φθs (I(s) ) = ∂θ∂ s fθs (I(s) ), which is defined by the
leaned negative energy function fθs .

3.5. Self-Supervised Parallel Training
The above framework includes two stages: (1) learning
the internal statistics {φθs (I(s) ), s = 0, ..., S} from a single
image, and (2) generating new images based on the learned
internal statistics. In other words, the internal statistics is
learned in the task of image generation.
Eq. (8) defines an unconditional distribution pΘS (I(S) ),
which corresponds to an unconditional generation. We
can derive the conditional distribution pΘS (I(S) |C) from
pΘS (I(S) ). This conditional form of the model can be used
for different tasks. For example, (i) if the input condition C
is the low resolution version of I, the learned MΘS targets
the task of super-resolution; (ii) If the condition information C is the noisy version of I, the task will be denoising.
These tasks are self-supervised since the low resolution or
noisy version of I can be created by the model itself.
We can learn the internal statistics in the context of these
self-supervised tasks by maximizing the conditional loglikelihood of the image given the input condition, i.e.,
Lcond (ΘS ) = log pΘS (I(S) |C = c),

In this paper, we find that learning our internal statistics with extra self-supervised tasks can not only stabilize
the training process but also improve the overall synthesis quality. For example, we can add an auxiliary image
super-resolution task, and learn our model simultaneously
for random image generation and super-resolution, which
means that in addition to starting from uniform white noise,
our sequential sampling also starts from the low-resolution
image (a downsampled version of the training image) and
outputs a super-resolved image that seeks to match the
(0)
original one. Specifically, for scale 0, we use ILR =
Upsample(Downsample(I(0) )) as the low-resolution (LR)
version of I(0) , where Upsample(·) and Downsample(·)
are upsampling and downsampling operations that use scal(0)
ing factors r and 1/r, respectively. Then we treat c = ILR
as the initial condition in Eq. (10) and the objective maximizes the total log-likelihood:

(10)

where c is the observed value of the condition C. The learning and sampling algorithm is essentially the same as maximizing the unconditional log-likelihood in Eq. (5), except
that in the sampling step, we need to sample from the conditional distribution, which amounts to using c to initialize
the Z in the generation process in Eq. (8).

(11)

where λ is a hyperparameter that controls the importance
of the self-supervised task in the training process. In this
experiment, we set λ = 0.1 and use 8 scales.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first qualitatively present our results
and compare our approach against the prior art on DIL.
We then study the effectiveness of different modules in the
proposed multi-scale training paradigm. Lastly, we demonstrate the capability of our model on various image generation and manipulation tasks. For brevity, we refer to our
proposed method as PatchGenCN.

4.1. Implementation
Image Preprocessing Given an input image, if the length
of its longer edge exceeds 250 pixels, we will first proportionally resize it such that its longer edge fits to 250 pixels.
The (resized) input image is denoted by I(S) . We then create
{I(s) , s = 0, ..., S − 1} by sequentially downsampling the
image I(S) with a properly chosen scaling factor 1/r until
the length of the shorter edge becomes 25 pixels. For all experiments, we use the Lanczos filter for downsampling and
the BiCubic interpolation for upsampling.
Model Architecture Our model contains a single neural
network that plays the role of energy function at each scale.
We follow [28, 15, 20] to use the Patch ConvNets to capture
the internal statistics of overlapping image patches within
the entire image. Specifically, the EBM at each scale is parameterized by a ConvNet that consists of five convolutional
layers with kernel size 3 × 3 and stride 1. To stabilize the
training process, we use ELU[3] as the activation function
and spectral normalization [25] to regularize the parameters
in convolutional layers.
42964

Input

Synthesis Results

Figure 1: Random Image Synthesis. Each row demonstrates a single training example and multiple synthesis results of
various aspect ratios. Our framework is able to generate realistic images with arbitrary sizes and aspect ratios by sampling
from the learned distribution that captures different scales of internal statistical properties of patches within the input image.
Training Details We use 60 Langevin steps with step size
0.1 for the EBM at the first scale and use 30 steps for each
of the other higher scale EBMs. For all scales of θs , we use
Adam Optimizer [17] and linearly decay the learning rate
from 4 × 10−4 to 5 × 10−5 . Each scale is trained for 4000
epochs or until an early stop criteria is met, e.g., the mean
squared error in the self-supervised task is less than 0.001.

shown in the training example; (ii) the results may contain
objects that have different sizes or shapes as in the training
input, e.g., stones and trees in Figure 1; (iii) results of different sizes are generated by more than resizing the image size,
but also matching the statistics within the image patches.
We quantitatively evaluate the realism of our synthesized
results using the following metrics:

4.2. Unconditional Image Generation

• Human study: “Real vs Fake” test We run “real vs
fake” perceptual studies on the generated samples to assess the realism of our results. We follow the same perceptual study protocol from Shaham et al. [28] to run both
paired studies, where users were asked to find the fake
image from a pair of real image and generated sample,
and unpaired studies, where users were asked to judge
whether a presented image is real or fake. In both cases,
we presented the images for 1 second. We gathered data
from 25 participants per algorithm we tested. Each participant performed a sequence of 30 trials for paired tests
and 60 for unpaired tests with 30 training images and 30
corresponding generated samples.

4.2.1

Evaluation

We evaluate our proposed method using scene images selected from the Places [44] and LSUN [43] datasets, as well
as art images downloaded from WikiArt and Web. Different
from image retargeting as in [29], the goal of this task is to
generate random samples that match the internal statistical
properties of the training image.
Figure 1 qualitatively shows the synthesis results by
learning from a single input image. The compelling performance demonstrates that our model is able to capture
patchwise statistics and generate realistic images of arbitrary sizes and various aspect ratios. Our observations can
be summarized as follows: (i) each sampled result not only
contains local repetitive patterns existing in the texture information but also preserves the global spatial layout as

• Single Image Fréchet Inception Distance (SIFID)
We follow [28] to adopt SIFID metric, an extension of the
Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [14], to automatically
assess the patchwise similarity of inception features be52965

• Naturalness Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) [24]
Even though SIFID can partially show the realism of the
generated samples, its value could suffer from a high variance for different generated results. Therefore, we additionally use NIQE, a no-reference image quality score, to
evaluate the overall naturalness of the generated samples.
The NIQE score is measured by comparing the statistical features of input images to a corpus of natural, undistorted scene images using a natural scene statistic (NSS)
model. Lower NIQE score indicates better image quality
with less artifacts.
4.2.2

SinGAN
Ours

tween a generated sample and a single real image. Specifically, rather than resizing images to the size of 299 × 299
as in computing FID, we feed in an image of its original
resolution to the InceptionNet [31] and take the output of
layer Conv2d 2b 3x3, the last layer of the first convolutional block, to retrieve its patchwise features. Then the
distance is computed using the same formula in [14].

Figure 2: Comparison of the coarse-to-fine sequential generation between our model and SinGAN [28].
Input

1 scale

2 scales

4 scales

6 scales

8 scales

Comparison Against Baselines

One important baseline method closest to ours is SinGAN [28]. We compare our model with SinGAN in Table 1
using the above metrics. As can be seen, our synthesized
results are on par with or better than the generation outputs
from SinGAN over all metrics. The lower NIQE score indicates better perceptual quality compared to SinGAN. The
numbers reported here are not perfectly aligned with those
in [28] because of the difference in the testing images.
In Figure 2, we present an example of comparison of our
generation process with that of SinGAN [28]. Our model
can generate meaningful results at all scales, while SinGAN
may fail at the top few scales. This observation matches the

Methods
SinGAN [28]
PatchGenCN (ours)

SIFID
0.11
0.09

real vs fake
paired unpaired
35.73% 39.33%
33.60% 40.13%

NIQE
5.22
5.10

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation on images from the
Places [44] dataset. The values for the “real vs fake” indicate the percentage of participants who label the generated
samples as real ones.

Methods
SinGAN [28]
InGAN [29]
PatchGenCN (ours)

# Params
1.15 M
6.81 M
0.99 M

Train Time
(sec./epoch)
1.58
0.20
1.50

Inf. Time
(sec.)
0.04
0.05
0.72

Table 2: Model complexity comparisons of our method with
GAN-based methods, measured as an average of 10 images
of size 250 × 166 pixels on a single RTX 2080 GPU.

Figure 3: Synthesis results with different numbers of scales.
Input

λ=0

λ = 0.1

λ = 1.0

Figure 4: Synthesis results using different values of the importance factor λ of the self-supervised task.

behavior of the multi-scale sampling strategy presented in
Section 3.3, i.e., the EBM at the first scale learns to capture the global layout of the training image, while each of
the EBMs at the subsequent finer scales learns to enrich the
output of the EBM at the previous coarser scale with details.
We compare the model complexity of our method with
two GAN-based models in Table 2. For fair comparison,
we use 8 scales for all multi-scale architectures. The training time is measured as the sum of average computation
time per epoch over all scales, while the inference time is
measured as the average duration of generating one sample of the original resolution. Similar to SinGAN, we use
light-weight ConvNets for all EBMs, which have much
fewer parameters than InGAN. Besides, we show comparable training time to that of SinGAN. The key factors resulting in slowness of our training are the MCMC sampling and
spectral normalization [25], while SinGAN takes a slightly
longer time because of the iterative computation of gradient
62966

Input
(PSNR/NIQE)

BiCubic
(25.80/5.59)

DIP [33]
(28.79/6.83)

ZSSR [30]
(28.35/4.40)

SinGAN [28]
(24.36/5.21)

PatchGenCN (ours)
(22.54/4.32)

(PSNR/NIQE)

(31.86/6.49)

(31.72/4.48)

(33.54/4.75)

(30.56/4.35)

(28.45/3.74)

Figure 5: Comparison on super-resolution task with baseline models. The first column shows the low resolution training
images and the rest columns display the 4× super-resolution results. We use NIQE [24] to measure the visual quality of the
super-resolved results. PSNR between the generated result and the real high resolution image is also reported for reference.
Train Image

Input

DPH

SinGAN

PatchGenCN (ours)

Figure 6: We qualitatively compare our methods with Deep Painting Harmonization (DPH) [32] and SinGAN [28] on image
harmonization task. Our model is able to blend the original image with an external object by preserving the object’s identity
and applying the learned texture and color information to the object.
penalty. As to inference, our model takes a bit longer than
GAN-based methods due to the usage of MCMC.
4.2.3

Ablation Studies

We run ablation studies to evaluate the effectiveness of different modules in our framework.
Number of total scales We show the generation results
using different numbers of scales in Figure 3. When the
model is trained with a single scale, the generated result
is basically a texture image, where image patches are randomly distributes. When using 2 scales, our model can create a coarse structure, however, the details are still missing
because internal statistics at other scales are not learned. We
can see more details as the number of total scales increases.
Effectiveness of parallel self-supervised training Figure 4 shows the results using different values of λ in

Eq. (11), where λ = 0 indicates that the model is trained
without extra self-supervised tasks. We can see that the
quality of the synthesized images improves by adding a selfsupervised task. Experiments show that using a λ either too
large or too small will lead to an unstable training process.

4.3. Super-Resolution
Our model can increase the resolution of the input image by a factor rk , k ∈ N, without relying on any external training data. We first train the model on the input image with a scaling factor r. We only need to use
the trained EBM fθS at the original scale S for the task
of super-resolution. We start from the up-scaled input image Upsample(I(S) ) and then run the multi-scale sequential
sampling for s = S +1, ..., S +k by following the same process introduced in Eqs.(6) and (7), except that we only use
fθS for all s > S. Figure 5 shows some 4× super-resolution
72967
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Figure 7: Image Editing.
Train Image

Paint

Output
(a) Genearated results with different style-content pairs.

Input

Gatys et al.

Ours

(b) Comparison with neural style transfer [9].

Figure 9: Style Transfer.
Figure 8: Paint to Image

results using images from the BSD100 [23] dataset. We follow [28, 2] to use NIQE [24] as the major quantitative metric for evaluating the visual perception quality. Our model
outperforms the prior art of deep internal learning in terms
of NIQE, since it is able to produce more details.

4.4. Image Manipulation
Given a background image I(S) , we can manipulate it by
either copying and moving some region or pasting an external object in it. The resulting edited image is denoted by
I′(S) . Our model can blend the pasted object with the original background image or smooth the artifacts due to editing.
We first train our model on I(S) and obtain the pyramid of
EBMs. We then create the down-scaled version of the edited
image I′(ŝ) , where 0 < ŝ < S is an intermediate scale such
that I′(ŝ) will not loss so many details. We run the multiscale sequential sampling with {fθs , s = ŝ, ..., S}, starting
(ŝ)

(S)

from Ĩ0 ← I′(ŝ) . The synthesized output Ĩ
is the harmonized result of I′(S) . Typically, we set ŝ = S − 4 or
ŝ = S − 5. In Figure 6, we compare our results with baselines on the image harmonization task. Our model can apply more texture information from the background image to
the objects than [28], while preserving better object identity than [32]. Similar qualitative results can also be seen
in Figure 7 for image editing. We find that more advanced
editing is also applicable. If the edited image is a painting
clipart that specifies the layout of semantic objects, then the
resulting synthesis will be an image, where the global struc-

ture of the painting is preserved, while the texture matching
the background image. See Figure 8 for some examples.

4.5. Style Transfer
Given a style image I(S) and a content image I(S)
c , we
can learn our model to stylize I(S)
with
the
style
in I(S) ,
c
while preserving the content’s identity. During the training of an unconditional model pΘS (I(S) ) on I(S) , we add
an extra conditional generation task to simultaneously learn
pΘS (I(S) |I(S)
c ) for style transfer, which can be done by
downsampling I(S)
and using it to initialize the Langevin at
c
one of the coarser scales. Specifically, when training EBM
at scale s, we chose the coarser scale max(0, s − n), where
0 < n < S, as the starting point to generate the stylized
image. Figure 9 shows that our model can convert images
to artistic styles while preserving the content better than [9].

5. Conclusion
We propose the PatchGenCN, a novel multi-scale
patchwise energy-based framework with a bottom-up ConvNet serving as the energy function at each scale, for learning the internal distribution within a single natural image.
Compelling performance demonstrates the powerful capability of our model on capturing internal patchwise statistics within a single image and generating realistic images
on various image generation and manipulation tasks. Our
model is appealing because it integrates the representation and generation into one single framework. Our paper
pushes the boundaries of deep internal learning.
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